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Perhaps your childhood experiences with the
monsters in your house were like those described
by author Kim Johnson: “Of all the many rooms
in our old family home, the Boogeyman chose to
inhabit my bedroom. I would have much preferred
that he took up residence in places that were more
public, like the kitchen or the bathroom, but he
moved in with me and I had deal with it. (One)
area of concern was under the bed. Boogeymen
reportedly LOVED to hang out there. Through
binding agreements worked out centuries ago, the
entire top of the bed was deemed safe. But anything
that dangled over the edge was fair game. Heaven
help you if you actually fell completely out of bed.
Nerve-wracking stuff... Even to this day, I get a
twinge when I wake up and find my arm dangling.”1
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Monsters, of course, defy logic, and not just for
kids. Consider the father in our lead story this time.
Logic suggests that it would be prudent to prepare
for winter. We’re not talking more and better hi-tech
head-to-toe clothing to insulate one’s body from
the sub-zero Siberian Express, but more and better
high-tech insulation for the heat-leaking, walletemptying, oil-guzzling family farmhouse built when
yesterday’s newspaper was the main thing between
the interior walls and the exterior shingles.
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Windsor, VT 05089

One definition of a “monster” is “a powerful person
or thing that cannot be controlled and that causes
many problems.” When the monster is your house,
you want to know how to minimize those problems
and tame that beast. To get some ideas on how to
accomplish this, read the story, which you’ll enjoy
even if you never were a child.
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What’s New & What’s News
Residential Solar Highlights
Prudent Living recently installed these solar power systems.
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6 kW Solar PV Array

9.8 kW Solar PV Array

6.5 kW Solar PV Array

9.88 kW Solar PV Array

6.24 kW Solar PV Array

9.75 kW Solar PV Array

Prudent Living Social Network
Like us on Facebook,
Follow us on Twitter
and Watch us on YouTube!

Follow Us and Join In!
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A burst of autumn color.
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Abundant pumpkin harvest rolls in from the patch.
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Prudent Living - Because it’s Time
What is a Prudent Living Home?
by Paul Biebel, Founder and President, Prudent Living, Inc.

Paul Biebel is the founder and
visionary for Prudent Living Inc. He
has also served as President and CEO
of Biebel Builders, Inc, a company
that has been designing and building
high quality homes since 1976. Since
the turn of the century, with the
advent of emerging new technologies,
his interests have directed him toward
helping his customers make sound and
prudent investments into many areas
of their lives and also to the homes
they live in. This passion has evolved
into his newest venture – Prudent
Living, a company that offers products
and services that support a more
prudent way of life.
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The Prudence of Now
Now is the constant syllable ticking from
the clock of time.
Now is the watchword of the wise;

Prudent Living was incorporated in 2009, but it feels like it could have
happened this morning. It amazes me how much we have changed and how
fast it’s happened; almost as if I got into a DeLorean on my way to work
this morning and punched in the year 2013. Does time really go by that
fast or did I get transported into the future without knowing it? It hasn’t
always seemed to go so fast. When I was in the second grade, four years
seemed like an eternity. I wanted so badly to be one of the big guys that
wandered the halls in Junior High. Then I blinked and I was a freshman
in High School thinking the same thing all over again about those seniors
with facial hair, low voices, and their own cars to drive. Suddenly, I am
sixty years old and I have grandchildren to entertain with my electric trains.

Now is on the banner of the prudent.

In 1971, I graduated High School and, to my family’s displeasure, I
decided to enter the building trades. They all expressed strong and loving
concern about my decision not to go to college. It’s not that I didn’t
listen. I just couldn’t help the fascination I had for construction in all its
categories. I never saw a piece of construction equipment I didn’t like. I
loved architecture and drawing plans. I also liked the hustle and bustle as
well as learning how to build cost-effectively without building cheap. I
enjoyed being a part of the solution and not being the problem. I learned
how to plan and choreograph multiple subcontractors at once and how
to build round objects out of square pieces of wood. I also learned a work
ethic and about dealing with adversity, including bad weather, volatility
of the economy, and difficult people. Finally, I learned how to wear a
minister’s hat and contractor’s hat at the same time because every home
construction project is a very emotional journey full of unpredictable
variables and interruptions; not just with clients but with my own
employees, site conditions, dry well-holes, environmental and permitting
processes, and uncertain health.

Tomorrow is the wily

Cherish your today, and prize it well
or ever be engulfed in the past
Husband* it, for who can promise
if there will even be a tomorrow?
Tomorrow is a fatal lie;
the wrecker’s beacon.
snare of the destroyer.
Be wise and see to your
ways while you have time.
Author Unknown

Well, I blinked again and another five years went by. I became a
journeyman builder, got married and started my own business in 1976.
Since then, we’ve designed and built hundreds of homes and I just shake
my head when I ponder how quickly time has flown.
But here’s an interesting dilemma for every seasoned builder like me. One
day I realized that bragging about being in construction for more than
forty years only impressed me. It was a rude awakening when I realized
that my credentials could actually be detrimental to impressing educated
clients, who are more interested in how we build houses in the 21st century
than how we built them in the 1900s. In fact, there were only a few stars
in my crown of glory that really mattered to clients and they were standard
equipment, like wheels on a car.

* Hus•band (n.)
1. Archaic. a prudent or frugal manager.
2. (v.t.) to manage, esp. with economy.
3. to use frugally; conserve; store: to husband one’s resources.
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Prudent Living - Because it’s Time
For example, it always matters that we have a good reputation and good credit. It matters
to some, but not to everyone, that I never left the town I grew up in. It matters to my
clients that I have good, trustworthy men of high ethical standards and without a criminal
record. But other than that, the main thing most of them want to know is: How cheaply
can I build them a house?
With the advent of emerging sciences that increase the cost of building a home while
decreasing the cost of owning a home, I often find myself frustrated as I struggle to explain
the prudence of investing wisely, and that while these investments may cost more in the
beginning, they will pay back handsomely over time. These investments must also be built
into the design of the home while it’s under construction and therefore, can’t be postponed.
Some of our clients listen and I get excited when they do, but the truth is that not everyone
wants to hear this. Their eyes glaze over and I get depressed when I fail to convince them
that if they invest wisely, they can own a house that pays them rather than costs them.
They prefer to spend their money first on other essentials, like dream kitchens, man caves,
hot-tubs, and garages. If only they would take the time to do their math, then they would
realize that if they invested first into performance, then they would get these things later,
simply because the cost-savings for operation would be enough to pay for these things later.

Let’s just say that you contacted Prudent Living about
building one of our Prudent Living Homes and that
you already had a plan that you like. Once we meet
and greet and we decide that the chemistry is there for
us to work together, our next discussion would center
on energy treatments. That’s when I would explain the
five different levels of performance. They are:
Level #1 - This is the normal “basic” energy package
that satisfies State Energy Codes. Not much more
needs to be said. The state gives us guidelines and we
comply with them.
Level #2 - We choose to meet or exceed “Energy Star
3” compliance standards.

Here enters the “Tale of Two Houses.” One house is built to minimum energy standards
and no investment is made into high performance strategies. While this house looks good
on the street and on the bottom line in comparison to a Prudent Living home that has
the same footprint and floor plan, the truth is that within a few short years (remember
how fast Junior High and High School went by?), the Prudent Living Home will not only
have repaid the amount invested, through pure savings with utilities, it will multiply those
savings with a handsome return on investment (ROI) that will rival the cost of four years
of college for one child. When we crunch the numbers and put them on a payback chart,
it reminds me of a horse race. The house that costs less to build goes out to an early lead
and maintains that lead for about five years. Suddenly, from nowhere, the house that cost
less to own comes barreling around the corner from behind and from out of the foggy mist
it gains ground until somewhere around the eight- to ten-year-mark, it passes by the other
home, which is now bogged down with the burdens of global crisis energy cost palpitations
and instability.

Level #3 - We add Renewable Energy to the “Energy
Star 3” package. This would include geothermal and
a net-metered Solar PV system, if you have a suitable
southern exposure.

The first thing that a new owner feels when they move into a brand new Prudent Living
Home is “peace of mind.” They know that the cost of energy won’t matter as much because
a high performance Prudent Living Home consumes a lot less energy. They also know
that, as energy costs for electricity and fuel increase, the payback time for their investment
accelerates. So, for example, if the cost of electricity doubles because of unforeseen
calamities like hurricanes and oil spills, their investment into a net-metered solar system
will just pay for itself twice as fast. The same is true of geothermal. If the cost of heating
oil doubles, then geothermal will pay back twice as fast. Most of the time, during a time of
stability and world peace, we consider a five to seven year payback to be normal.

Level #5 - We build you a house that is totally able to
operate “off-grid” with no connection whatsoever to
the grid.

At Prudent Living, we offer five energy performance levels for our homes but, in reality, the
floor plan could be the same for all five homes. I suppose that if the Solar PV (photovoltaic)
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systems were remotely located and you couldn’t see
them on the actual house, it would be possible to
drive by all five homes and not be able to tell the
difference from the outside or perhaps even from the
inside. In no way would we compromise our level of
quality based on level of performance. So, with that
stated promise, let me describe how we do it.

Level #4 - We upgrade the #3 net-metered Solar
PV system to a bi-modal system, meaning that even
though you are still tied to the power grid of the
electric company, and have access to it, you would
also be able to run your house “off-grid” if you chose
to or if the utility grid went down and the power was
out. You can’t do that if all you have is a net-metered
Solar PV system. A bi-modal system requires battery
backup.

Finally, every Prudent Living Home comes with a
one-year supply of food for a family of four. We just
happen to believe that a house needs more backup
than just a reserve supply of electricity.
Feel free to contact us if a Prudent Living Home
sounds good to you.
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Prudent Preparations
The Harvest
by Tim Biebel, Vice President – Prudent Living, Inc.
“Now the work begins,” Dad said to me after we harvested our first deer
together. I remember it like it was yesterday. It was a clear, cold November
morning in the Vermont woods and we were sitting on our favorite deer
stand, which we now affectionately refer to as the “six point log.” We heard
the deer coming through the crunchy hardwood leaves before we saw them,
which created a surge of adrenalin that sometimes causes hunters, especially
young ones, to react illogically to the situation - for example, firing before
they should, shooting into the ground, or freezing on the shot and never
taking it at all. This is called “buck fever,” and thankfully I didn’t get it that
morning. A small herd of deer came running by, with a nice buck following
at the end. A few minutes later it was all over and we were standing over
the deer.
We paused and gave thanks for our success, and for an unforgettable
opportunity shared, and then, as Dad had predicted, the work began.
First we had to field-dress the animal, which to a young boy seemed like
Anatomy 101, and then we had to drag it out of the woods and back to the
house, which seemed to have relocated itself while we had been absent.
After what seemed like miles, we arrived home and hung the carcass
in a tree to air out and to cool the meat. After a short wait I watched
with amazement as Dad removed the skin and exposed the meat. I was
fascinated and wanted to help as much as possible. It was the first time

Tim Biebel resides in Vermont. He has
grown up in the construction industry
and holds multiple certifications in
the field of energy efficiency and green
technology. He loves to share what he
has learned with others.

I actually understood the process behind preparing
meat from animals, and how important it is to
not waste anything. After skinning the deer, Dad
quartered it, removed the back straps and we brought
all the pieces inside to the kitchen table. Much to
my mother’s dismay, we still do to this day when we
harvest a deer, although we have gotten much more
efficient at it.
Plastic was spread over the table to keep the meat
clean, cutting boards were pulled out of the cabinet
and filet knives were sharpened. I’ve learned over the
years that this is a very critical point in the process of
taking care of your meat. With hands like surgeons we
removed as much fat and sinew as possible until the
meat was only red. This removes much of the gamey
flavor that many people attribute to venison. After
that we packaged it in freezer paper for enjoyment
later. These days we use vacuum sealing machines to
help keep the frozen meat fresh even longer.
There are many who disagree with hunting because
they think people just kill animals for sport. While
there may be some who kill for sport or to obtain
“trophies” for their walls, and these hunters give
hunting a bad name, the vast majority of people
hunt for the time spent with friends and family and
to fill their freezers with meat from clean free range
animals, which has been shown to be among the most
nutritious and healthiest meat for those who eat meat.
Done right and simply, hunting can be a prudent
way to provide food for your family or for others who
need and value the nutritional value of wild game.
If you have spent any time with me or stopped by
my office it’s no secret that I like to hunt. It’s also no
secret that I take it seriously as do all of us who hunt
together. The harvesting of a deer is not something
we take lightly. We consider hunting to be a privilege,
and when we are successful, we share the results
in a variety of ways. But always, from the field to
the kitchen “butcher block” to the grill, we remain
thankful.
In this we emulate many who include some kind
of thankful acknowledgement to their celebration
of a successful hunt even if it is just a short, simple,
reverential prayer to the Creator for having given us
this animal whose meat will help to sustain us and our
families for some time to come.
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Venison Shish Kebab
© David Biebel, 2013

2 lb. venison (cubed – 1 inch)
1/3 cup soy sauce
3 Tbsp. canola oil
1 clove minced garlic
1 1/2 tsp. sugar
1 tsp. ground ginger
1 pint cherry tomatoes
1 green pepper (cubed to match size of meat pieces)
1 red pepper (cubed to match size of meat pieces)
1 cup pearl onions (uncut)
1 pint small fresh mushrooms (uncut)
Marinate meat in soy sauce, canola oil, garlic,
ginger and sugar mix for two hours (turning several
times to expose all meat to marinade) in a container
large enough to contain all components (a one
gallon freezer bag works well for this). At the end of
one hour, add the tomatoes, pepper pieces, onions,
and mushrooms. Alternate meat and vegetables
on skewer while grill is heating up (alternatively,
meat and vegetables can be cooked separately to
cook vegetables on lower heat). Grill on medium to
high heat, five minutes per side, rotating until meat
reaches at least 140 degrees (medium rare). Serve
immediately, with pita bread or rice pilaf. Serves
four (2 skewers each).
Note: Substituting for soy sauce, regular sugar,
minced fresh garlic, or ground ginger will diminish
taste. Also works very nicely with beef.
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Prepare for the Season
The Monster IS the House
by Paul Biebel
July went somewhere and August was already half gone. Across the yard a large maple tree was
sporting one red leaf. The man thought, I really hate to see the leaves starting to change color so
soon. I wish summer lasted all year.
Out behind his garden shed there was an eight-foot by thirty-foot pile of half-rotten logs waiting
to be cut up and split before they went punky and would be worthless for heating in the coming
winter. So one day in mid-August the man took a deep breath and began his attack, knowing
that his chain saw would never survive all the mud and crust that had long dried on the logs.
He’d much rather be golfing with his buddies than working on this pile of poplar for a month
only to spend another month splitting and stacking it so he could try and burn it on a warm day
in winter when it didn’t matter if the fire was as hot if he was burning true hardwood like red
oak.
He wished he didn’t have to burn wood at all, but his house had some weatherization issues
and his only hope to assist the furnace in keeping the house warm was to burn wood to offset
the cold drafts that moved through his house so freely. One day he told a friend, “I’m so tired
of spending all my time cutting, splitting, stacking, hauling, burning, cleaning the chimney,
disposing of ashes, cleaning the smoke damage and dust, repainting the walls, and seeing all the
wear and tear on the carpet. And did I say that I had back problems and a chain saw that won’t
run half the time, and now there are dents all over my truck bed from logs I’ve thrown in there?”
His friend replied, “I know a company that can help you reduce the amount of wood you need
by more than half if you will let them come and perform a diagnostic energy audit on your house
and make some improvements.”
So the man called that company and asked, “How much does an energy audit cost?”
“We charge $500.00 for a full energy audit,” the company rep replied. “For that, we will provide
a report that addresses six major areas of your home. Our first concern is to identify any lifesafety issues. So we test the Combustion Appliance Zone. This is that part of your house where
anything that burns fuel can back draft with carbon monoxide or other dangerous fumes. During
this time, we also test the condition of the existing smoke detectors and carbon monoxide
detectors to make sure they are operational. Then we look for anything that could present a fire
hazard, such as fuel and other things that could ignite next to a furnace, and so forth. That’s
pretty important stuff.
“Then we test the efficiency of your furnace and household appliances. It’s important to know
how much energy they are consuming and to see if there’s anything we can do to make them
more efficient.
“If there’s any duct work, we test that for leakage as well.
“Fourth, we examine the physical structure of the house, looking especially for evidence of
drainage and moisture problems that can lead to mold. We also inspect the condition of the
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Prepare for the Season
insulation as best we can without dismantling
the house. During that time we check for
asbestos before conducting an air-leakage
test. It’s called a “Blower Door” test, which
basically sucks the air out of your house. We
won’t perform this test if you have any asbestos
because it could start flying around when we
kick on the fan. This is one of our best tools
we have for identifying where unwanted air is
getting into your home, but it can also tell you
if the house is too tight and if it lacks a source of
oxygen supply for the appliances that burn fuel.
“Finally, we walk around the inside and the
outside of the house with an infrared camera,
scanning the walls. This incredible tool helps us
locate where there are inconsistencies with the
insulation and where air is moving.
“Once we complete these six tests we will
give you a thorough list of recommendations
of what we think you should do to improve
the performance of your home. Our
Blower door test
recommendations will also be prioritized in
order of which would benefit you the most, so
that if you couldn’t afford to do everything all at once, you will know which ones you should
do first. From past experience, we know that if you follow through with our recommendations
and actually do the work, you may be able to save more than the cost of the audit and get your
money back in the very first year. Not only that, you won’t need half as much wood as you are
burning now, plus you’ll be a lot more comfortable during long cold snaps.“

had begun to lose its retained warmth from the dirt floor in the basement, and the wood stove
didn’t feel so warm, even when the man stood right beside it. And the baseboard heating seemed
only slightly warm to the touch. The cold snap was forecast to last at least two more weeks and
temperatures would not likely rise above zero during that entire time.
Each day, the battery struggled a little harder to start the car. By the fourth day, it was dead,
which the man decided was okay, anyway, because someone needed to stay home to tend the
fire. By the sixth night everything seemed cold and hard. Everything outside was frozen solid and
looked like a boiler plate. Everything inside seemed either cold or cool to the touch. Putting his
son to bed that night, the man added some extra blankets and then stoked the stove with his best
wood. He decided to sleep on the couch next to the stove to make sure the fire didn’t go out.
Old timers in town were talking. They remembered cold snaps like this. Back in “the day,” these
were as common as winter itself and they often lasted from early January through the second
week of February. Many recalled those vintage winter days when it was so cold that about the
only thing you could do was sit around a wood stove at the local General Store and play checkers
and talk about how loud the attic rafters were snapping during the night. That’s where the term
“Rafter Snapper Night” came from.
Well, the rafters in the man’s house began making those snapping noises on the sixth night, and
he began to worry a little because he’d never heard that noise before. Not only that, gusts of snow
were flying past the windows sideways and word was that the chill factor would hit minus 80 by
midnight. The windows were old single pane glass. They used to have wooden window covers for
times like this, but those were in storage somewhere in the barn. He had fully intended to replace
them, but he hadn’t gotten to it. It’s tough to get everything done in the summer when the bass
are biting and you are trying to keep your golf handicap at six. The glass had a quarter inch of
frost on the inside, and the windows themselves were frozen shut from the ice around the edges.
Snow was also starting to blow in under the front door, so he stuffed some towels in that space
to keep it out. Icicles on the eaves had been growing longer and larger by the day. Now they were
so large that he worried they would rip the roof off, or they might fall and break a window or,
worse, maybe even kill someone.

The man replied that he would think about it. After hanging up the phone, he said to himself,
What a scam! $500.00 for them to tell me what I already know. I can play a lot of golf for $500.00.
So he decided to do nothing and hoped it would be a warm winter.
Just after Christmas, the cold snap arrived, as predicted by The Old Farmer’s Almanac. At first,
the man wasn’t too concerned. The oil tank was full, he had managed to split and stack quite a
lot of poplar. The first night wasn’t so bad; the big thermometer on the tree outside registered just
a little below zero. The wind wasn’t blowing, so it was just a little colder than an average winter
night. No big deal, he thought to himself, scraping some frost from the window pane.
The next morning the weatherman warned that the temperatures were not going to rise; instead,
despite the sunny day ahead the temperatures would drop ten degrees by noon. But that was only
the beginning...
After sunset, the temperatures continued to plummet as the Arctic Clipper settled in. By the next
morning, the temperature was down to minus 22 degrees with no sign of warming up. The house
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Entry door location

Same entry door infrared scan
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It was cold... really cold, and he hated it. But he
couldn’t just yell at it and tell it to warm up. Thank
God for global warming, he thought, sarcastically, as
he curled up on the couch beside the stove, under
his grandmother’s homemade down comforter. This
had been her house and now he understood why that
comforter had been treated so kindly through the
years.
He could not fall asleep because he had begun to
worry that if he did so, and all the sources of heat
went out, he ’d never get the house warm again and
some of the pipes would freeze. At least the furnace is
running and the pipes haven’t frozen... yet, he reassured
himself. But it was sobering to remember that the
furnace hadn’t stopped running during the entire
cold snap, and it was still struggling just to keep the
internal temperature of the house above 50. He began
to regret that he hadn’t weatherized his home. If only I
had done it, I’d be sleeping now and my furnace wouldn’t
be using so much oil, he told himself.
Just then, little Bobby came down the stairs with a
frightened look on his face. He ran over to the couch
and climbed under the comforter with his father who

had been tending the fire with one eye open. All the
noises in the attic and rattling of the window panes
and howling of the wind had the little boy’s mind
racing with visions of monsters in the dark. As he
snuggled up beside his father, he whispered “Daddy,
I’m afraid there are monsters in the house!”
His father pulled the boy close and assured him that
there were no monsters in the house. Soon, the boy
was sound asleep snuggled up next to his father, who
just sat there, gazing out across a frozen landscape
with a full moon and clear skies sucking the warmth
out of his house.
That’s when it hit him. “Nope. There isn’t a monster
in this house,” he whispered so as not to waken the
boy. “The monster is the house!”
He vowed that as soon as the cold snap was over and
the first chance he had to do anything productive,
he would arrange for an energy audit of the monster.
But, he wouldn’t stop there. He would spend the
whole summer fixing it up and getting ready for next
winter. The bass would have to grow bigger and golf
could wait.

Truly the most amazing thing we’ve seen. From 2 years old
to 68, we were captivated by every detail. And mixing a real
message with fun is a brilliant idea! Thanks! -Patricia Greene
Visit the Prudent Living Model Train display at
LaValley Building Supply in West Lebanon, NH.
All set to feed the woodstove this winter.
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On the Home Front
Prudent Pantry: What is a Pantry?
By Nancy Wolff
Originally a pantry was understood to be a cool and dark place where perishable
foods such as freshly baked bread could be stored. It could be a room where
food, provisions, dishes, or linens were kept. It was usually in close proximity
to the kitchen although sometimes a pantry could be found in the basement or
other areas of the home that would otherwise be considered unused space. Over
time, the concept of the pantry was expanded from a simple bread room into an
area where essentials could be stored in bulk.

I enjoy having a well-stocked pantry. We live quite a
distance from the store and I try to have enough food
on hand so I’m not making unnecessary trips to pick
up just one or two items. You never know when you
might have unexpected company. We had a house
full of company when Hurricane Irene struck and
then major flood damage in the area, which made it
impossible to drive anywhere. Luckily we were wellprepared and managed just fine.

Nancy Wolff lives in Vermont.
She has been gardening for the
last 30 years. She has completed
both the Master Gardener
and the Master Composter
programs offered through the
state extension bureaus. She is
interested in providing delicious,
nutritious, chemical-free food
for her family. She gardens
organically, and what food is
not consumed immediately she
tries to preserve to be enjoyed
later. She loves walking into her
pantry and seeing shelves filled
with the garden’s bounty!
Join On the Home Front blog
postings Tuesdays through
Fridays for more from Nancy.
homefront.prudentliving.com
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During the harvest season is a perfect time to increase
your pantry supplies. Learn how to can using a water
bath canner. (See my blog post: http://homefront.
prudentliving.com/prudent-pantry-canningquestions/) You would be amazed at the various
foods that can be put away for the winter using this
method. If you are not sure about canning pick up the
Ball Complete Book of Home Preserving. It is full of
wonderful, simple recipes to preserve your harvest.
Just because you don’t have a separate room to call your “pantry” does not mean
you can’t have some place in your home where you can store extra essentials as
a reserve against hard times. Tupperware boxes can be placed under a bed, for
example, and filled with back-up products. Ideally you should have enough in
your home for at least three days. A mid-range pantry would be able to feed a
family for a period of two weeks to a month.
Items that store well for long periods of time are things that you should have on
hand in your pantry. For example: white rice, sugar, oats, dried beans, and wheat
berries can all be stored in your pantry. Just keep them in well-sealed containers
away from any moisture. White flour and dehydrated fruits, vegetables, and
meats can also be stored in the same way.

Whether your pantry is a small cupboard in your
kitchen, a Tupperware container under your bed, or
a full walk-in pantry, it would be prudent to establish
one so that you are prepared for future emergencies
today.
Nancy

You can also dehydrate a wide variety of foods
for long-term storage. (See my product review
at: http://homefront.prudentliving.com/marketreview-excalibur-dehydrator/) The Prudent Living
Market offers this excellent dehydrator made by
Excalibur that is just perfect for preparing items for
pantry storage, including: dry fruits and vegetables,
dehydrated meat or jerky, and home-made granola.
You can also dry fruit purée into a fruit roll-up,
make all-natural pet treats, and a lot more. (Link:
http://prudentlivingmarket.com/Excalibur-9-TrayDehydrator-with-Timer-Camo-Edition.html)
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On the Home Front
Homemade Kitchen
Cleaners
By Lisa Barthuly
Keep your kitchen and everything in
it sparkling clean with some of these
simple recipes.
Dishwashing Liquid
1/4 C Soap Flakes
C HOT Water
1/2 C Glycerin
1/2 tsp Lemon Essential Oil
1 Clean Squirt Bottle (16 oz)
Grate up any bar of pure soap
(homemade soaps are my personal
preference here, but a bar of Ivory®,
Fels-Naptha®, or something similar
will do). Pour the soap flakes and hot
water into a pitcher, stirring until the
soap has dissolved. Let cool about
5-10 minutes. Then stir in your lemon
essential oil and glycerin. (Sweet
orange or lavender essential oil would
be great here, too.)
This article is copyrighted © by
Lisa Barthuly and Healthy Life
Press. Lisa owns and operates
www.HomesteadOriginals.com
with her husband and children.
They live in the mountains of
the rural western U.S.–where she
enjoys a simple, home-centered
life, built on God’s foundations;
studying Scripture, scratch
baking and cooking, canning,
making soap, candles, gardening
organically, and raising dairy
goats and chickens. She’s the
family herbalist and loves a round
of competitive target practice!
Her book, A Simply Homemade
Clean, from which this article is
taken, is available in full-color
or black and white interior from
Healthy Life Press by contacting:
info@healthylifepress.com
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The mixture will start to thicken into
a gel; pour it into your squirt bottle
and use 2 TBs per dishpan of hot
water to clean your dishes.
“Essential” Dishwashing Liquid
22 oz Liquid Unscented Castile Soap
(brand of your choice)
20 Drops of Lemon Essential Oil
10 Drops Sweet Orange Essential Oil
5 Drops of Grapefruit Seed Extract
Add the oils to the soap in the 22 oz
plastic flip-top container. Shake well
to blend and add 1 TB to warm dish
water. If it does not lather for you as
much as you would like, add 2-3 TBs
of baking soda to your warm water
and swish the water to form suds.

Oven Cleaner - Put 1 C ammonia
in a small bowl, and leave it in a
cooled, closed oven, overnight. The
next morning, remove and toss the
ammonia. Wipe down the inside of
your oven with a damp sponge, paper
towels or old rags dipped in baking
soda. Simply clean!
Microwave Cleaner - We’ve all but
banned the microwave for cooking
around here, but it IS good for
heating up our wheat berry heating
pads, so of course we like to keep
it fresh and clean. One way to do
this very simply is to take a small
microwavable bowl and put 1/2 C
water and 1/4 C lemon juice in it.
Cook on HIGH for 3-4 minutes,
allowing condensation to form on
the inside of the microwave. When
it’s done, remove the bowl (VERY
carefully, it WILL BE HOT!) and
wipe down the interior of the
microwave with an old rag. Voila!
Clean.
Sparkling Sink - This works GREAT.
Remember your scrubbing cleanser
from the basics recipes (see Prudent
Living Magazine: Vol. 1, No.4 – Fall
2012, pgs. 30-31). Just in case you
need it again:
Fill a pint or quart size canning jar
about 3/4 full of baking soda and use
a straw or a chopstick or butter knife
to create holes in the baking soda for
essential oils. (If you have stains you’re
dealing with, use one part Borax and
two parts baking soda.) Mix in around
20 drops of lavender essential oil (or
tea tree, lemon, or orange), put the
lid on and shake well. Then use a
small nail to punch about five decent
sized holes in the lid; you’ll have your

own “shaker” of cleaner that contains NO chlorine
or chemicals and works even better than the smelly
commercial version.
Shake a little of this in the sink; scrub with one of
those green scrubbies and you will have a sparkling
CLEAN sink. Another great idea to sparkle and clean
the sink is to quickly scrub around it with a green
scrubbie and then just wipe down with a vinegar
soaked sponge. Easy.
Scouring Powder - Looking to remove stains from
non-porous surfaces in the kitchen or bath? This
works wonderfully, much safer for you and your
family, and much more economical than those
chemicals on the market. Grab a plastic container
with a lid that seals tightly and combine:
1 C Baking Soda
1 C Borax
1/2 C Table Salt
Mix together well.
To clean a stained surface, simply sprinkle some of
your powder onto a damp sponge or directly on the
surface that needs cleaned, scrub, rinse, and dry.
Secret All-Purpose Kitchen Weapon - This one is
so easy and chock full of good ol’ common sense.
Did you know that if you have extremely HOT or
even boiling water, you can dip a portion of an old
rag or washcloth in it and clean just about anything?
Seriously, try it. If I am boiling water, when I am
done, I will do a couple things: first off I will grab a
washcloth and dip a bit of it in the hot water (being
careful, obviously it is hot - don’t ask me how I made
this discovery). I look around for sticky fingerprints
on our walls, or sticky counters, or the high chair - the
possibilities are endless. Boiling hot water will clean
up just about any gross, sticky messes with EASE. If
you don’t have little ones running wild through your
home creating sticky fingerprints or messy high chairs,
another thing you can do is wipe out/down the fridge/
freezer. I can just about always find some drops of
spilled juice or a bit of sticky jam on a countertop,
and the fridge can always use a quick once over, inside
and out. A hot, damp cloth will make it very simple.

Grab 1/2 C of baking soda and dump it down the
kitchen sink; follow it with the remainder of the
boiling water to rinse. This not only cleans out the
disposal area of the sink, but washes down through
the pipes, keeping them cleaned out, too.
Cleaning the Disposal - Do you have a garbage
disposal? They can be a blessing or a curse. To keep
yours in top working condition, turn on the disposal
and toss 3-5 ice cubes down, along with 1 C of
vinegar. Do this every few weeks or so. I also have
heard of folks making vinegar ice cubes just for this
purpose. This will clean it out, rid the disposal of
smells, and sharpen the blades, all at once.
Mop That Floor - I’ve seen folks do this in such a
variety of ways. With an ol’ fashioned wringer mop,
to a towel on the floor, to a scrub brush, sponge mops
- you name it. I can’t tell you HOW to mop; only that
we all know it needs to be done, and there is a great
non-toxic, water based solution to clean it with. Run
a gallon of warm/hot water in the sink or in a bucket;
add 2 droppers of grapefruit seed extract. Stir and
mop/clean the linoleum floors in kitchens and baths.
It works wonderfully.
Lisa
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From the Field

Oh yes.
The bolete replaced the water purifier in Ilona’s pack,
and we headed back to camp—me beat; she—ready
to prepare scrambled eggs with fresh wild mushrooms,
and what a treat it was!

A Fall Treat - Wild Mushrooms
by David B. Biebel
It was opening morning of Colorado’s
archery hunting season a few years ago.
Late August, with a chill in the air, and
snow on the peaks in the distance. My wife,
Ilona, and I were heading out of elk camp,
a little later than planned, when we met
the Spanish-speaking horse-borne shepherd
of the large flock of sheep that had kept us
awake half the night.
Since Ilona and I are acquainted with
several non-English languages, I tried to tell
the fellow that we “no habléd espanol,” but
if he could speak English, Polish, Russian,
or French we might be able to communicate. He no habléd English, Polski, Ruski,
or Français, so we switched to a different
channel.
“Elk?” I asked, pointing in the direction from which he has just come.
“No elk,” he replied. “Elk there,” he pointed to a bottomless chasm in the distance, where it
was clear that even the elk trails had switchbacks. Evidently the sheep had taken over all the
meadows on the mountain.
“Deer?” I asked.
He nodded. “Muy beuno buck.” He pointed in a different, more achievable direction. For
emphasis, he put his fingers way up in the air behind his ears—evidently a four pointer, at
least.
We decided that muy bueno buck was a reasonable enough goal for day one, so we headed
down into the drainage behind our campsite. We crept along, well concealed, but sounding
like the Langoliers from the Stephen King novel by that name—crunch, crunch, crunch.
The summer had been drier than usual up there at 10,000 feet.
About an hour into our hunt, we spied a nice buck hustling over the next ridgeline. And
then we managed to get within fifty-three yards of his camp-meat sized brother, who looked
to be a keeper for Ilona, especially since this was her very first day as a bowhunter. But
with her longest pin set at forty yards, this buck was still out of range. So we waited, hearts
pounding, while the buck, like so many before him (at least in my five decades of bowhunting) somehow decided to walk away from, instead of toward, our Dutch oven. No matter,
the adrenalin rush was great, and muy bueno was still down there somewhere, no doubt
laughing.
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Not long thereafter, she discovered near our camp
a treasure trove of what are called in Polish, “little
chicks” (in English, “chanterelles”). A basket full. Delicious. Nutritious. And great fun. Surely life doesn’t
get much better than this, though it could get much
worse … specifically if you choose to consume the
wrong mushrooms.
So we kept creeping and crunching until, about a
half-hour later all of a sudden I heard behind me,
“Wow!” and I figured Ilona had just seen muy bueno.
I turned to find her on her knees cradling a mushroom with about a nine-inch diameter top—a bolete,
I later learned—in her camo-gloved hands.
“It’s the biggest one I’ve ever seen,” she whispered excitedly. “In Poland [where she grew up and one of the
national sports is mushrooming] you never find one
like this because they get picked and eaten long before
they get this big.”
Okay, I mused. In New England [where I grew up]
I’ve heard about morels and such, but I’ve also heard
that eating wild mushrooms is to place one’s life at
risk—unless you know what you’re doing. Does she
know what she’s doing?
So if you get interested in learning about this enjoyable and rewarding pastime, be sure to connect with
an expert, and then follow them around as they teach
you how to stalk the muy bueno mushrooms that
inhabit your own neck of the woods! Going just from
photos in a mushrooming book is not safe enough.
The fundamental rule of mushrooming is: If you do
not know for sure what kind of mushroom it is, don’t
eat it, until someone who does know for sure what it
is tells you it’s okay to do so.
Knowing where these delectable beauties are, what
they are, and how to use them is yet another small
way to be prepared for a time when you might have to
live off the land for a while.
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The Adventures of Jeb & Huey
Jeb & Huey Plan for
an Emergency
by Nathan Biebel
Jebediah Forethought was down in his basement
sorting through his emergency supplies, checking the
expiration dates on the medications, and checking the
first aid kit to make sure there were enough band aids,
when the phone rang. He answered it.
“Howdy Jeb, whatcha up to?” said the voice of Huey
Hindsight on the other end of the phone.
“Hi Huey, I’m just doing my yearly check on my
emergency kits. What are you up to?” replied Jeb.
“Emergency kits? You got one of those?” Huey said
with curiosity lacing his voice.
“Of course I do,” replied Jeb with an almost offended
tone. “I have several!”
“Several? Really? What’s in ‘em?” Huey asked.

“Well, the stuff I might need in an emergency, of
course. I lived down in Florida a while back and a
hurricane hit. I remember we were out of power for
days, and I wished I had been prepared for it. Ever
since then I always make sure I’m ready for any emergency. Life can get pretty miserable when the power
is out and all the stores are closed, and that was when
I lived in the city! Imagine if something happened
out here in the country. The roads would be gone and
you’d be stranded. I like to make sure I’ll be alright
out here if something happens.”
Huey made some thoughtful noises on the other end
of the phone before finally saying, “Hmmm, you
know, Jeb, I never thought of that. I better put some
stuff together myself!”
“You’re right, you should,” Jeb said emphatically.
The two men said goodbye to each other, and Jeb
returned to his work. He checked through his food
supplies, keeping track of his water, checking his
canned goods to make sure there was enough, because
sometimes he forgot to go grocery shopping and he
would sneak a can of beans from his provisions. No
big deal, as long as it got replaced. He made a list of
all the things he would need and then hopped in his
pickup and headed to town.
He pulled into the parking lot at the local general
store and hopped out; grabbing a cart, he meandered
his way inside. He was halfway through his list and
turning a corner to head down the canned vegetables
aisle when he heard an old familiar voice call out a
greeting, “Jeb! I thought I might run into you down
here!”
Huey strolled out of the refrigerated meat section.
“Hello Huey, how are you?”
“Well, I thought about what you said and decided I
better get some stuff for emergencies. Never can be
too prepared!” Huey said in a cheery voice.
“That’s good! What with all the flooding recently, and
the tornado we had last year, I would have thought
you’d have put something together right after that.”
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“Yeah, don’t know why I didn’t,” Huey said shrugging.
“I guess I just was a bit more worried about saving
money and not so much about what might happen in
an emergency.”
“Well, it’s a wise man that listens to those with experience,” Jeb said sagely and then glanced at the contents
of Huey’s cart. “Huey, is that burger?”
“Yep! I hopped on the Internet after we talked and
everyone was saying how you need to prepare for at least
seventy-two hours. You think this is enough?”
Jeb blinked, “I... Huey, no. And is that milk?”
Huey looked a little confused, “Of course. I drink milk
every morning. I got a couple gallons just in case.”
Jeb stepped over and looked a little closer and spotted a
package of band aids and some hydrogen peroxide, but
no other first aid supplies. “Are you hoping no emergency is bigger than a couple of small cuts?”
Huey blinked and hummed, “I guess…. But maybe I
need some other stuff, too.”
Jeb smiled and patted his friend on the shoulder. “Huey,
I check on my emergency supplies once a year,” he said.
Then he plucked down two cans of baked beans and
held them out to Huey. “Now, let me ask you, how long
does it take for milk to go bad?” asked Jeb.
“Couple of weeks at the most,” Huey said rubbing his
chin in thought.
“And burger?”
“It don’t go bad if you freeze it,” Huey pointed out.
“That’s true,” Jeb acknowledged, “but let’s say the power
goes out, like it does almost every time there’s a thunderstorm around here. How long then?”
Huey thought about it. “A couple days at the most, only
one, if I open the freezer door,” he said finally.
“Now how long does it take for these to go bad?” Jeb
asked holding up his cans of beans.
“Come on Jeb, cans of beans don’t go bad.”
“That’s right,” Jeb said, “and neither will my cans of
corn, my peanut butter, or my honey.”
Huey thought about this for a minute, then said, “So

you’re sayin’, basically, that I ought to be ready to go
without electricity for seventy-two hours, so I ought
to be getting food that will keep… and that once I’ve
stored that food, I won’t have to worry about it all the
time?”
“That’s what I’m saying. If you think about it, how
often do emergencies happen?”
“Not too often,” Huey agreed. “Course that’s why
they’re called emergencies!” he chuckled.
“Right, which means if you want to be prepared in
advance you should prepare for something that might
not happen for several years,” Jeb said, placing the cans
in his cart.
“But I see you’re buyin’ baked beans,” Huey noted.
Jeb nodded. “Yep. Sometimes if I forget I need something when I go shopping, and it’s faster and cheaper to
use something already on hand. But when I do, I make
a note of it, and replace it as soon as possible. I keep my
emergency food in a special section of the pantry, and I
keep an inventory of everything.”
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The Adventures of Jeb & Huey

Huey nodded. “Sounds like a plan. But how come
you got so many band aids? And a blanket?”
“My old blankets needed to be replaced, and you
never know. An emergency might happen while I’m in
my car twenty miles from home, so I keep some in the
closet and some in the truck.”

“Well, it’s a wise man that listens
to those with experience,” Jeb
said sagely and then glanced
at the contents of Huey’s cart.
“Huey, is that burger?”

“You got an emergency kit in your truck?” Huey asked
with a face full of shock.
“Of course! That’s easy. Most of that stuff is pretty
common sense. I have a spare tire and jack, a couple
blankets, two gallons of water, a cell phone charger,
a jump box, an all purpose tool set, a first aid kit, a
flashlight, batteries, a tarp, and a few extra things like
road flares, duct tape, and an umbrella because you
just never know. Oh, and I know you do this already,
but I always keep an extra gas can in the back, too.”

“Yep! I hopped on the
Internet after we talked
and everyone was saying
how you need to prepare
for at least seventy-two
hours. You think this is
enough?”

Huey looked shocked, “You keep all that in your
truck? I’ve never seen it.”
“Well, most of it fits behind the seats, except the gas

Cartoons: Bill Orr
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can. I keep that in the back of course. I noticed you
don’t have any water there. Are you just going to fill
up some jugs at home?”
“I don’t need water, I got a well,” Huey said. Jeb
crossed his arms and raised an eyebrow waiting for
Huey to catch on, “...which uses electricity for the
pump.” Huey slumped his shoulders. “So I guess I
better get some water jugs, too.”
“Good idea!”
“I should probably also make sure I put up a little
more firewood than usual, just in case the propane
runs out.”
“Now you’re thinking,” Jeb said, patting Huey on the
back. “Come on, let’s put this milk and meat back
and then you can come over to my place and see what
I’ve got in my pantry and truck and use them as an
example.”
“Why thank you, Jeb, I appreciate the help,” said
Huey. And they did just that.

Creative barn painting preparations.
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Visit the Prudent Living Model Train display at
LaValley Building Supply in West Lebanon, NH.
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Early maple colors on a New England town Green
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Prudent Living Finances
Finances: Anticipate Your
Irregular Expenses
by Mary Hunt
“The essence of wise living is anticipating the
unanticipated and expecting the unexpected.”
–Anonymous
If I asked you to stop what you’re doing, add up your
monthly expenses, and deduct the total from your
monthly income, I can nearly predict the result. You’d
look up with a big smile on your face, because your
figures would show that you practice the Rule #1:
Spend Less Than You Earn.
The mystery for many people is if their spending is
so much lower than their income, why can’t they get
through an entire month without using credit to cover
unexpected expenses, like medicine for a sick child, a
semi-annual insurance premium, or a family birthday
party?
Most people, without actually thinking things
through, assume their necessary expenses are those
they pay each and every month. But not all necessary
expenses recur as systematically as the rent, grocery
bill, phone bill, and car payment. When we assume,
however, that those are our only necessary expenses
and allow them to grow to equal our income,
everything falls apart when the nonrecurring , or
“irregular,” expenses show up.
This is the way most of us think: the bills I paid this
month are my necessary expenses. Everything else
is optional. If an expense is not in my face at the
moment, I have a choice whether to pay it or not.
And if I have any money left at the end of the month
I can spend it any way I want. The last thing on most
of our minds in the middle of summer is Christmas.
Who thinks about a major appliance breakdown or
a big household repair somewhere out there in the
future?
The solution for this problem is simple. You must
become a money manager. You must learn to plan
ahead for irregular and unexpected expenses in the
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same way you anticipate the expenses that you are
keenly aware of because they happen every month. Of
course this takes the foresight to look at an entire year
rather than one month at a time. For example, I don’t
believe I have ever seen a person include Christmas
gifts in their list of monthly expenses on the first
go-round. And most people don’t allow for clothes or
family vacations when they do a quick tally of their
routine expenses.
You can determine your irregular expenses by looking
at the past year. Look through your credit card
statements and checkbook registers if you need a
memory jog. You’ll likely come up with things like car
repairs, insurance policies that are not paid monthly,
summer camp, seasonal sports, and perhaps property
taxes.
Next think about unexpected expenses that if you’re
really honest are probably not all that unexpected.
You just don’t know when they might hit. An example
would be the deductible on your automobile collision
insurance. What are the chances you’ll need to come
up with that? Slim to none, we hope. But just in
case, wouldn’t it be nice to know that money is safely
tucked away? If you have pets, chances are pretty good
that you’re going to see a vet bill in the future.

by twelve to arrive at a monthly average. Next, open
a savings account (online is fine) that is only for your
reserve funds. Then, create an automatic monthly
transfer in the amount of the average you’ve just
computed. Automation is the secret.

will need to replace them or some other major home
appliance. At the risk of sounding redundant, I will
say it again: prepare accordingly.

This may feel like a big new expense at first. But it’s
not. All you’ll need to do is click over to your online
savings account and view the wonder of anticipating
your irregular and unexpected expenses. Of course,
since you are the fund manager, you can amend
categories or amounts as often as you need to until
you get this just right.

Anticipating your irregular expenses is too important
to pass off as something you cannot afford. You can’t
afford not to. I suggest you start out with a minimum
number of categories, limiting them to your most
essential irregular expenses. For example, you may
have a property tax bill due in three months. That’s
essential. It’s coming. You may have to reduce your
spending in other areas in order to accumulate money
for this item.

As you get raises or bonuses in the future, consider
adding categories and deposit amounts to reflect
other irregular expenses or even “dream” savings. You
could easily add a category like “Caribbean Cruise” or
“computer,” then fund it accordingly.

Whatever the sacrifice, no matter how painful to get
it going, applying Rule 4 will change your life. It’s one
of the nicest things you will ever do for your finances
and peace of mind. This is what money managers do.
They manage money.

You will discover that by transferring these funds into
a separate account, you will not be so tempted to
borrow them back the way you might if you were to
leave the money in your checking account, intending
to not touch it.

This article is adapted from
7 Money Rules for Life, by
Mary Hunt (Grand Rapids,
MI: Revell, 2012), 93-98.
Revell is a division of Baker
Publishing Group: http://www.
bakerpublishinggroup.com. All
rights reserved. This information
may not be copied, transferred,
or downloaded.

Apply this kind of advance planning to all of the
irregular expenses in your life, and those that could be
considered unexpected, e.g., new washer and dryer. I
can nearly guarantee that sometime in the future you

Of course not all of our unexpected and irregular
expenses need be so grim. If you’re planning
something special for an anniversary or planning to
replace a piece of furniture or upgrade the décor in
your bedroom, the money to pay for it is not likely to
drop from the sky just in the nick of time. The way to
deal with this is to anticipate.
I cannot tell you what joy and freedom Rule 4
will bring to your life. Anticipating then preparing
accordingly brings with it a sense of maturity. You’re a
responsible grown-up. But it does require a good bit
of planning followed by persistence.
Using records like your checkbook register, credit
card statements, spending diaries, your tax return,
or – if all else fails – your memory, make a list of your
expenses over the past year that you didn’t have every
month. Add these amounts together and then divide

Corn ready for harvesting.

Photo: Andrew Wolff
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Frugal Family Fun
Nature, Art, and Frugal Family Fun
by Bruce Incze
There is pleasure in the pathless woods,
There is rapture on the lonely shore,
There is society, where none intrudes,
By the deep sea, and music in its roar.
–Lord Byron
Nature provides an abundance of
materials that can be used to decorate
the family home and hearth. I have
been blessed to know a number of
people who have used the free bounty
of nature to decorate, while at the
same time they were building up
family bonds.

Bruce Incze grew up in Maine,
summering with his family on an
island in Casco Bay. He and his wife,
Diane, now live near the coast in
Rhode Island. Their three children are
all making the transition from college
and technical schools to living life. All
still enjoy their memories grounded in
Frugal Family Fun of yesteryear and
they make new memories as often as
they can.

Marie and my daughter painted this beach
stone in May 2002. Its home is on our fireplace hearth and deep within my heart.

them, he immediately had the idea that scallop shells
would make an excellent painting surface. So we
started picking up scallop shells, about six to eight
inches across. We kept bringing them back to our
old Dodge, a stack at a time. My dad packed up
about 200 of the best of them in a cardboard box and
brought them home. He commenced enamel painting
various scenes from around Maine, and other subjects.
The luminous pearl background and enamel paint
made for a stunning contrast. The art may not be
studio quality, but it is now regarded as treasure by his
family, because of the love we have for the artist and
for the subject matter.
It’s best to keep in mind that art like this does not
need to be “successful” to be worthwhile. Failures can
be just as memorable and just as much fun for the
family. One summer, my mom and dad got the idea
of making a sun-catcher using beach glass. Beach glass
comes from broken bottles that have been tumbled by
beach sand and wave action so that the sharp edges are
worn away. The glass may of any color - clear, brown,

blue, purple, and green are the most common colors.
Red is special, like treasure. Where we summered in
Casco Bay, there was plenty of sea glass to be had. The
entire family contributed to the sun-catcher project,
picking up glass every time we walked the beach.
When we would get back to the cabin, we could
place the beach glass on the outline of a duck, which
was to be the shape of our sun catcher. We were free
to rearrange the pieces of glass and talk about what
we thought would look best and what pieces we still
needed to find. It was a lot of fun.
I don’t recall that we ever hung the sun-catcher perhaps the glass duck shape was too fragile and
it broke. However, from a Frugal Family Fun
perspective, it was a terrific project. It cost us almost
nothing and the family enjoyed the unifying activity
of that project for the few days it lasted. The pleasant
memories are still my companion fifty years later.
Good luck to you and your family in creatively
decorating your home with nature’s bounty.

For example, my good friend, Herb, worked for a non-profit organization.
While his work was very satisfying, the financial reward just wasn’t there. He
and his wife, Paula, raised their children on a very tight budget. Where they
lived, they were able to go on nature walks. Paula learned to decorate their
home with items found in nature. She had a good eye for color, composition,
texture, and the use of negative space. Herb and Paula’s home was a delight to
visit throughout the year, as the décor changed with the seasons. There was one
display area, right in the entryway, which was always just a little bit off. Their
children had responsibility for the large wooden bowl that was on a table. The
bowl on the entryway table was in a place of honor, so that all who entered
their home would see it. It was Herb and Paula’s way of saying, children come
first. Paula had taught their children to look for items that could be displayed:
wild flowers, pine cones, tree fungi, or even stones from the brook. It is clear
that they felt very validated by this and applied their imagination and energy
in executing their decoration responsibilities. Paula taught her children an
appreciation for art and they enjoyed their family walks all the more.
My dear friend, Marie, often calls up friends who are having a hard time and
brings them to the beach for a walk. While there, they will collect a few stones
and bring them back to Marie’s home to paint them. Once the paint dries, they
often will add an encouraging expression painted on top or, in some cases, on
the bottom. Marie’s stones are found in many homes around Newport, Rhode
Island. There are even a few in my house. I treasure the art and the memory
that someone cared enough to invite my daughter on walks when she needed
an adult friend other than her parents.
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When I was young, one particular winter storm washed thousands of scallop
shells onto the Maine coastline, near where I grew up. When my father saw

A collection of my dad’s painted scallop shells. In all, he may have painted about fifty scallop shells. In addition
to the horse from his cavalry days, each of the above scenes was dear to our family life experiences in Maine.
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Prudent Living Magazine is published online quarterly
with articles ranging from news of our renewable energy
installs to gardening tips to financial advice; it’s all here,
and it’s all free. Sign up to receive the next issue online.

The Prudent Living Newsletter is sent out every other
week with updates from our blogs, deals from Prudent
Living Market, and a featured article from the magazine.

Follow our On the Home Front blog posts through the
week as Nancy Wolff shares topics that include reviews
of Prudent Living Market items, living frugally, organic
gardening, pantry management, and delicious recipes.

The Weekly Tip features Jebediah Forethought, our
“professor of prudence,” who relays a valuable tip to
you from a member of the Prudent Living team.

Prudent Living Market is an online retailer offering
products that encourage a prudent way of life. We are
dedicated to finding products that help people reconnect
to a lifestyle of self-reliance and independence.

Visit PrudentLiving.com to sign up for these valuable resources
“An amazing combination of education and entertainment. Extremely
well crafted and presented, with a fabulous attention to detail. This is
a terrific addition to the Upper Valley.” –Larry Lutter
Visit the Prudent Living Model Train display at
LaValley Building Supply in West Lebanon, NH.
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Turning beech leaves.
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From the Editor
Expect Rain
By David B. Biebel, DMin
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow once wrote, “Into each life some rain must fall.” Must is the key
word in this simple phrase. If some rain must fall into each life, sometime, the most prudent
approach is to be prepared.
The word “pre-pare,” originating around 1525 AD, is from the Latin praeparāre, means to
make ready beforehand. “Be Prepared” has been the Boy Scout motto since 1907. The Girl
Scouts adopted it a few years later. And it’s quite similar to the motto of the U.S. Coast Guard:
“Semper Paratus” (Always Ready).
If recent history reveals anything, however, “Be Prepared” has NOT yet become the motto of
many inhabitants of the USA. Instead, most folks seem to expect sunshine day-by-day, but if it
does rain, FEMA will be right there holding their umbrella.
While we live in a nation that has such programs to fall back on in time of need, it’s still a good
idea to prepare yourself just in case FEMA can’t be there right when you need them the most.
Physical preparedness: Any farmer will tell you that one of the biggest reasons they have barns is
so they can store up enough hay to get them through the cold winter months that they “know”
is coming. Likewise, with rainy days, making ready beforehand implies that we should expect
rain, not be surprised by it. Of course, most advice about “disaster preparedness” is focused
primarily on survival supplies and strategies. The recent plethora of natural disasters has fueled
the sales of backpack-based self-contained portable survival kits, but you can make your own
by following the suggestions offered by the American Red Cross at: http://www.redcross.org/
prepare/location/home-family/get-kit. While the sun is shining is a good time to take care of
this, don’t you think?

If some rain must fall into each life, sometime,
the most prudent approach is to be prepared.

you have built your home in a flood plain because you believe the levee
constructed and certified by the Army Corps of Engineers will keep the
river out; but...
People of various faith persuasions sometimes find encouragement in
the words of their religious poets. One of those, the Old Testament King
David, described how his own hope was renewed: “Why are you downcast,
O my soul, Why so disturbed within me? Put your hope in God.” For
those who believe there is a God, this is the best suggestion of all.

David B. Biebel, DMin
Editor in Chief
David Biebel is Managing Editor of Florida Hospital Publishing, in Orlando, Florida. He is the author or co-author of 19
books, a number of them related to health.

While physical survival is obviously goal number one when a disaster happens, I’d like to suggest
a few other issues to consider, most of them not backpack stuffable:
Relational preparedness: Everyone in the circle of family or friends with whose lives yours
is intertwined must know that when disaster strikes, you will face it together. “If we face it
together, we can make it together” will be our motto. There will be times when everyone has
something they can do to help.
Emotional preparedness: In addition to natural disasters, the storms of life can include such
crises as illness or accidents, financial hardship, legal issues, loss of a loved one, or even the loss
of a beloved pet. What happens may take you by surprise; or it may grind you down slowly.
Either way, it can feel like a cold, hard, unrelenting rain that will never end. But it will. As
Longfellow wrote earlier in the poem quoted above, “Be still, sad heart, and cease repining;
behind the clouds is the sun still shining.”
Spiritual preparedness: The poet’s point is – let what you know control how you feel. This is
the basis of true hope. False hope is belief placed in something or someone unworthy of trust, a
mistake that may only become apparent when the word “but” intervenes. For example, suppose
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